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1. INTRODUCTION

The control and management of bacterial diseases of plants still rely mainly on applications of copper
and antibiotics. The use of antibiotics in plant protection is not allowed in EU State Members, while
copper is among the very few chemicals still authorized in organic agriculture as well, although its use
was strictly regulated within EU for its ecotoxicological negative effects (Directive 2009/37/EC;
Regulation (EC) 1107/2009; Commission Regulation EU 284/2013). Furthermore, repeated copper
treatments were demonstrated to cause a dramatic increase of antibiotic-resistant bacteria into
agroecosystems, due to a cross-selection mechanism, with dramatic risks for human and animal health.
While some promising alternatives were already proposed for fungicides, no sustainable options have
ever been investigated for the control of plant pathogenic bacteria for reducing/replacing copper. In the
AFTER CU project we aim to demonstrate the validity of an innovative strategy, targeting the
translocation of bacterial pathogenicity and virulence factors instead of bacterial viability. This
approach would theoretically avoid or slow the development of any resistance. The pathogenicity of a
broad spectrum of Gram-negative bacteria, both of plants and of mammalian hosts including humans,
relies on Type Three Secretion System (T3SS). T3SS injects pathogenicity and virulence effectors
(named “Type Three Effectors”, T3Es) directly into host cells. In other words, without a properly
working T3SS, pathogenic bacteria are unable to cause disease. This makes T3SS an attractive and
ideal target for novel antimicrobial drugs, inhibiting T3SS assembly and/or activity (Veenendaal et al.,
2009; Larzabal et al., 2010; He et al., 2004; Mota & Cornelis 2005).
As far as phytopathogenic bacteria belonging to Pseudomonas syringae group are concerned, the
syringae needle-like structure of their T3SS is formed by the so called HrpA protein, that is the main
component of this pilus, whose correct assembly and functionality are needed for effectors
translocation and to cause disease on host plants (Figure 1).

Fig. 1 T3SS structure and HrpA protein, main component of T3SS pilus of Pseudomonas
syringae sensu lato.
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2. DELIVERABLE ACTION C2

2.1 Experimental procedures and results
According to preliminary data from an in silico analysis of HrpA protein from the phytopathogenic
bacteria belonging to the group Pseudomonas syringae sensu lato, it was evident the constant presence
of aminoacidic residues presumably related to the formation of coiled-coil interaction (Figure 2).

Fig. 2 3D in silico modeling of T3SS HrpA protein from Pseudomonas syringae sensu lato.
These interactions are usually involved in protein-protein interaction, such as protein assembly.

Fig. 3 3D in silico modeling of T3SS HrpA protein from P. syringae Psn23 and from its mutants
PF5Aa, PF3AA and PF2AA.
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Therefore, the hypothesis to be demonstrated was that these residues were at the basis of HrpA
polymerization to give a functional T3SS pilus. To this purpose, several mutants were produced of the
wild type strain Psn23 of P. savastanoi, carrying mutation in those residues hypothesized to be
responsible of the structure of the coiled-coil domains: The mutants were named PF5Aa, PF3AA and
PF2AA, having 5, 3 and 2 aminoacidic substitution in the supposed coiled-coil domain, respectively.
The 3D modeling of their HrpA protein is represented in Figure 3, where it is possible to note that
these mutations abolish the coiled-coil domain without compromising any of the α helix structures
here present.
When these mutants were used to inoculate in vitro Oleander or Olive plants, using as a negative
control the mutant deleted in hrpA gene and therefore no more pathogenic, the results obtained were
those shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4 Inoculation trials on in vitro Oleander plants challenged with Psv wild type Psn23, and its
non pathogenic mutants ΔhrpA (unable to produce HrpA protein), and with its mutants PF5AA,
PF3AA and PF2AA. Pictures taken 14 days after inoculation.
The wild type Psn23 was able to cause on the plants the typical hyperplastic symptoms, and conversely
no symptoms were not observed following ΔhrpA mutant infection. Similarly, no symptoms appeared
on those plants inoculated with PF5AA and with PF3AA, and just small galls were found on PF2AA,
to demonstrate the essential role played by coiled-coil domain in the assembly of HrpA protein to give
a functional T3SS pilus.
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Moreover, these mutants were also reduced in their ability to multiply in planta in comparison to the
wild type Psn23, but similarly to the ΔhrpA mutant (Figure 5).

Fig. 5 Growth in planta of wild type Psn23, of its non pathogenic mutants ΔhrpA (unable to
produce HrpA protein), and of its mutants PF5AA, PF3AA and PF2AA, at 7, 14 and 21 days
after inoculation.

Fig. 6 Inoculation trials on Tobacco plants challenged with Psv wild type Psn23, and its mutants
PF5AA, PF3AA and PF2AA. Pictures taken 48 h after inoculation.
Moreover, when the P. savastanoi wild type strain Psn23 and its mutants PF5AA, PF3AA and PF2AA
were inoculated into Tobacco leaves, the mutants PF5AA and PF3AA were also demonstrated unable
to triggered the hypersensitive response (HR) on this test non host plant (Figure 6). These data further
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confirmed the essential role played by coiled-coil domain in the assembly of HrpA protein to give a
functional T3SS pilus.
According to these data, several oligopeptides were designed, targeting HrpA coiled-coil domain,
supposed to stop the assembly of the main component of T3SS pilus of P. syringae sensu lato (Figure
7), according to the model shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 7 Design of the AFTER CU anti-virulence peptides.

Fig. 8. Modeling of the mechanism played by the AFTER CU anti-virulence peptides.

These peptides were used for inoculation trials, described extensively also in the Annex Deliverable
B3. In fact, pathogenicity trials were carried out on in vitro Oleander or Olive plants with Psv strain
Psn23, that is one of the phytopathogenic bacteria here used as a model, in presence or not of an
aqueous solution of peptides AP17 and Li27 chemically synthesized. In vitro Oleander and Olive
plants were inoculated into a wound caused by cutting a leaf (at the second internode level, starting
from the upper part of the plant) with Psv strain Psn23 in presence of 5 µL/inoculum of a 30 µM
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aqueous solution of peptides AP17 and Li27. The plants were then incubated into a growth chamber at
24±1 °C, 1500 lux and 16 h light photoperiod. Plants were daily observed and periodically (7, 14 and
21 days post-inoculation) the disease severity and incidence evaluated. The results obtained are shown
in Figure 9, where it can be directly observed that 14 days after Psv inoculation no typical hyperplastic
symptoms were visible on peptides’ treated plants, confirming their anti-virulence activity. As a
positive control the ΔhrpA mutant of Psn23 was also used: because of its impaired T3SS, this mutant
was unable to cause disease, and its comparison with AP17 and Li27 treated plants further confirmed
the AFTR CU anti-virulence peptides’ efficacy and stability.

Fig. 9 Inoculation trials on in vitro Oleander plants challenged with Psv wild type Psn23 and its
non pathogenic mutants ΔhrpA (unable to produce HrpA protein. Psn23 was also co-inoculated
with peptide AP17 and Li27, in 30 µM aqueous solution. Pictures taken 14 days after inoculation
and peptides’ treatment.

The inhibition on T3SS was also demonstrate by producing two Psn23 mutants, able to directly
produce AP17 and Li27 in planta, because transformed with the recombinant plasmids pLPVM-pT3AP17 and pLPVM-pT3-Li27 (Figure 10). When these auto-producers were used for inoculation trials,
no symptoms were ever observed (Figure 10).
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Fig. 10 Inoculation trials on in vitro Oleander plants challenged with Psv wild type Psn23
mutants autoproducers of AP17 and Li27 peptides, because transformed with the recombinant
plasmids pLPVM-pT3-AP17 and pLPVM-pT3-Li27. Pictures taken 14 days after inoculation and
peptides’ treatment.

The inhibition of T3SS on the phytopathogenic bacteria here used as a model was monitored and
demonstrated also following a different and complementary technical approach, which consists in the
use of reporter genes (e.g. gfp and luc) to monitor activation of the promoter driving the expression of
the hrpA gene, hereafter indicated as pT3. The Psn23 bacteria were transformed with the plasmid
pLPVM-pT3-LUC, and then grown in minimal medium (resembling plant apoplast conditions), with
or without adding the AFTER CU peptides.. The luminescence given by the activation of pT3
promoter were monitored. The results obtained are reported in Figure 11, where it is possible to
observed that peptide Li27 caused a strong reduction in the luminescence emitted, as a consequence of
a decrease in pT3 activation. This phenomenon is related to HrpA working on its promoter with a
positive feedback: when HrpA is sequestered by Li27, no more HrpA protein is available to trigger
pT3 activation.
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Fig. 11 Luminescence emitted by Psv wild type Psn23 transformed with pLPVM-pT3-LUC
recombinant plasmid, when grown in minimal medium, resembling plant apoplast.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
The anti-virulence features of peptides AP17, Li27 and Psa21 were here demonstrated using different
approaches, both in vitro and in planta. The performances shown by the AFTER CU anti-infective
peptides were fully confirming their anti-virulence properties, avoiding the onset of symptoms on the
host plants and the HR on Tobacco non host test plant.
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